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About This Game

Call your friends and get ready for some challenging Atari-style 4-player shoot 'em up action. Traverse the galaxy and fight off
the robot hordes invading your precious world of bits. Fly to different planets, each with their own unique atmosphere and

gameplay. Who could be behind this devastating attack on the universe? Fight your way to the final planet and find out!

Features:
- Up to four players simultaneous co-op

- A selection of different planets allows you to choose your own path
- Unique environments, enemies and gameplay for each world you visit

- Spaceships, aliens, snowmen, Egyptian Gods and farm animals!
- Lots of bit blasting action!

Are you bad enough to save the universe?
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Short review for a short game:

Honestly, this game was...boring. Interesting environment, chilling ambience, and a slew of strange concepts that don't seem so
strange once you keep poking in. So much care went into the dialogue and there's so much of it. I applaud the developers for
their puzzles and interesting art. It's obvious they had some fun with it. That said, the game is fairly straight-forward. No risk for
failure, no branching paths, just a lot of walking and exhausting your options. That said it's not bad. Certainly not worth $10 but
still, not bad. I enjoyed it and completed it within an hour or so. If you like short games with a macabre-like setting, with a few
mind-tickling puzzles, grab it. Preferrably on sale.. Pretty good and challenging :D. This is an excellent overall game. The
concept and completion of the game isn't difficult, but the mastery is beautifully crafted. How and when you jump, land, hitting
the right keys and the reaction time with trying to speedrun this game is unlike almost any other game made to date. Closest
comparison would be Dead Core, another game i love to speedrun. The world needs more games like these!!!. Bought this when
it was on sale, it was a fun story, would recommend.. Similar in most ways to "Long Live The Queen". If you're looking for
more of that it's pretty good. Like LLTQ, the deaths can be seemingly random and it's frustrating in that sense, but it's very
obviously a game you're meant to play over and over and over, learning from each failure. The art is kind of simple but the
Persian\/Indian aesthetic is relatively unique for a game like this.. it's fun, it's replayable, it has NG+ and NG++ and more, the
jokes are fun, the story is great, the gameplay is solid, the classes are great, and all of them have their own thing they can do to
make missions easier.
. It isn't for everyone.

If you don't like the gameplay, you won't like the game, even if you like the humor.
As for said gameplay: it's a turn-based card game with minimalistic visuals.

If you find yourself with this problem, consider checking out  West of Loathing.\t
It has semi-similar comedy and visuals. Gameplay is completely different, though.

7\/10
I think the level of enjoyment depends on the person playing. This is how I'd rate my enjoyment.
Buy at your own risk.
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Sacred 2 Gold, if you like diablo like games then this is a must have, sadly Sacred 3 was the most $HlTTY game i have ever
played.

How can they make 2 great games, sacred 1 and sacred 2 and then go and make the worst game in history sacred 3 the
$HlTF3$T o_O

For Sacred2 i will give 3.5 out of 5 stars as the end game boss is more weak than many other mid game bosses.. Great simple
game. Classic HOS game, but for one thing : silhouette HOS .. they look like HOS but you actually end up manipulating objects
forward and backward, moving them from left to right.. untill they fit the perfect shape to a certain angle. I found these quickly
boring. Some achievements will require you to accomplish them under a minute.
As most games of the genre, the story isn't ambitious but it gets the job done, driving you from many nice and somewhat easy
puzzles to few classic HO scenes and some silhouette HO thingy.
I still recommend it, especially if on sales.

One big pro : The more or less chip music of the retro arcade video game "Flap for Life" (a game in the game) with many chip
sounds of 8-bit music. That was a good and enjoying surprise!. I absolutely love this game. Can't get enough and already 80.4
hours in.. Fun Game. Cute and simplistic just the way it used to be.. For a warhammer 40k fan its a must buy, as you can see i
didnt play long but everything is done with passion in this game, and details of maps are amazing. Its a little sad that only true
fans of Warhammer 40,000 universe will find this game epic.
Lore is also great there is alot of cool easter eggs in dialogues (like the mention of grey knight chapter) the only - i found is with
the boxes with supply and medipacks (sometimes its bugged i cant open it) I also know that most games are made for kids as a
primary target but kids cant understand how much work it takes to create a game or even graphics or details to 1 single map.
This studio these people tried very hard to make it as close to wh40k as possible.

As an old warhammer 40k fan i myself rate this game 8,5\/10. sorry i like pixel games and graphics but it doesnt explain a lot in
the demo so ill just pass. This game is simply a catastrophe. Cookies are not sentient. What a joke.

7/10 with friends tho
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